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Intent: What do we aspire for our children?

At The Priory, our mission statement is:

‘Inspiring a generation to learn, flourish and achieve in a caring, Christian community.’

In History, we intend for our children to be inspired to learn more about the past. We intend for them to be connected to the history of the local area, Britain, and the wider world.
We intend for them to become sophisticated thinkers, asking and answering perceptive questions, thinking critically and analysing evidence, enabling them to flourish and achieve.

We follow the National Curriculum for History, which states:
A high-quality history education will help pupils gain a coherent knowledge and understanding of Britain’s past and that of the wider world. It should inspire pupils’ curiosity to
know more about the past. Teaching should equip pupils to ask perceptive questions, think critically, weigh evidence, sift arguments, and develop perspective and judgement.
History helps pupils to understand the complexity of people’s lives, the process of change, the diversity of societies and relationships between different groups, as well as their
own identity and the challenges of their time.

We intend to enable children to:
● know and understand the history of these islands as a coherent, chronological narrative, from the earliest times to the present day: how people’s lives have shaped this nation

and how Britain has influenced and been influenced by the wider world
● know and understand significant aspects of the history of the wider world: the nature of ancient civilisations; the expansion and dissolution of empires; characteristic features of

past non-European societies; achievements and follies of mankind
● gain and deploy a historically grounded understanding of abstract terms such as ‘empire’ and ‘civilisation’,
● understand historical concepts such as continuity and change, cause and consequence, similarity, difference and significance, and use them to make connections, draw

contrasts, analyse trends, frame historically valid questions and create their own structured accounts, including written narratives and analyses
● understand the methods of historical enquiry, including how evidence is used rigorously to make historical claims, and discern how and why contrasting arguments and

interpretations of the past have been constructed
● gain historical perspective by placing their growing knowledge into different contexts: understanding the connections between local, regional, national and international

history; between cultural, economic, military, political, religious and social history; and between short- and long-term timescales



Implementation: How will we deliver our curriculum?

Key Concepts

Our curriculum is centred around several key concepts that run through it:

Power Connection Significance Chronology Evidence

● What is power?
● Who holds power in a society?
● What makes a person / society /

civilisation powerful?
● How does the balance of power

change over time?

● What is the connection between
two or more events / time periods
/ geographical areas?

● What were the causes and
consequences of this event?

● What changed and stayed the
same through points in history?

● What makes a person / society /
civilisation significant?

● How can we measure and
compare significance?

● How has cultural, economic,
military, political, religious and
social history developed?

● In what time period did this
happen in history?

● How does this timing compare
with other events / time periods?

● How can we answer a historical
enquiry question?

● How do historians know about the
past?

● How do historians know how to
judge the relevance and
importance of a piece of evidence?

● Why does interpretation of the
past change?

Progression of Knowledge

Children progress through the key concepts in the following way:

R 1 2 3 4 5 6

Power

Understands that
power is the capacity
or ability to direct or
influence history.

Can recognise people
as more or less
powerful in a society.

Can describe how
power can be
organised in different
ways and how it can
impact the people of
that time.

Understands that the
relative power of
different groups can
change over time.

Can compare and
contrast the
distribution of power
in a society between
different periods in
time.

Can recognise the
balance of power
between people,
groups and
civilisations as
constantly evolving.



Connection

Similarity and
Difference

Recognises that things
were different in their
past.

Recognises that things
could be different in the
past.

Can match old objects
to people or situations
from the past.

Can describe how some
aspects of life today
differ from the past
using simple historical
vocabulary.

Can talk about
similarities and
differences not just
between then and
now but between
then and another
then.

Can describe and give
some examples of a
range of changes at
particular points in
history while some
things remained the
same.

Understand that some
past civilisations in
different parts of the
world have some
important similarities.

Can give reasoned
explanations with
reference to
significant examples
of some connections
between ways of life
in the different
civilisations and
periods studied.

Can contrast and
make some significant
links between
civilisations / periods
studied.

Cause and
Consequence

Can give simple
explanations why a
person from the past
acted as they did and
talk about the
consequences of
those actions.

Can describe in simple
terms the causes
and/or consequences
of an important
historical event
offering more than
one example of its
results.

Can describe the
causes and/or
consequences of an
important historical
event offering more
than one example of its
results.

Can explain why
changes in different
places might be
connected in some way.

Can describe with
simple examples
different types of
causes seeing that
events happen for
different reasons not
just human action.

Understands that there
are usually a
combination of reasons
for any change.

Can give simple
explanations with
simple examples of
why change happened
during particular events
/ periods.

Can explain
consequences in terms
of immediate and
longer term effects
and/or that people were
affected differently.

Can link causes or
explain that one cause
might be linked to
another making an
event much more
likely to happen.

Understands that
changes in different
places and periods
can be connected.

Understands that
changes do not impact
everyone in the same
way or at the same
time.

Has an overview of the
kinds of things that
impact on history and
are continuous through
time and the kinds of
things impacting
change significantly.

Can explain the causes
and consequences of
quite complex events,
even though they might
still link some in a
simple way.

Significance

Can recognise and
describe special times
or events for family and
friends.

Shows awareness of
significant features
not seen today.

Can recognise and
talk about who was
important.

Recognises and
describes, in simple
terms, some
characteristic features
of a person or period
studied.

Increasingly uses
period specific
language in
explanations.

Can describe main
features associated with
the period / civilisation
studied, mostly using
period specific language.

Understands that events,
people and
developments are
considered significant if
they resulted in change
(had consequences for
people at the time and/or
over time).

Can give simple
explanations that not
everyone in the past lived
in the same way.

Consistently uses period
specific language in
explanations.

Can identify significance
reveals something about
history or contemporary
life.

Can identify and make
links between significant
characteristics of a period
/ civilisation studied and
others studied previously.

Can use criteria to make
judgements as to the
significance of events,
people or developments
within a particular
historical narrative.

Can make judgements
about historical
significance against
criteria.

Recognises that
historical significance
varies over time, and
by the interpretations
of those ascribing that
significance
(provenance).



Chronology

Creates simple
timelines to sequence
events within their own
lives.

Use vocabulary such as
first, next and last.

Creates simple
timelines to sequence
processes, events,
objects within their
own experience.

Confidently use
vocabulary associated
with the past, e.g. old
and new, then and
now.

Realises that
historians use dates to
describe events.

Use phrases
describing intervals of
time, e.g. before, after,
at the same time, etc.

Uses and understands
phrases such as ‘over
three hundred years
ago’ and AD/BC or
BCE/CE.

Understand that past
civilisations overlap
with others in
different parts of the
world, and that their
respective durations
vary.

Begin to understand
historical periods
overlap each other
and vary in length.

Can accurately place civilisations / periods
studied, in chronological order and may take
account of some overlap in duration and
intervals between them.

Uses more precise chronological vocabulary.

Evidence

Can talk about past
events using picture
sources.

Can talk about
similarities and
differences between
two or more historical
sources using simple
historical terms.

Can talk about past
events and use
annotations or
captions to identify
important features of
picture sources,
artefacts, etc.

Can identify and talk
about different
accounts of real
historical situations.

Can gather
information from
simple sources to ask
and answer questions
about the past.

Can explain events
and actions rather
than just retell the
story.

Can identify and talk
about differences in
accounts relating to
people or events both
from the time (primary
source) and from the
present (secondary
source).

Can describe in simple
terms how sources
reveal information
about the past.

Recognises that the
absence of certain
types of sources can
make it more difficult
to draw conclusions.

Can recognise
differences between
versions of the same
event and can give a
simple explanation of
why we might have
more than one
version.

Understands that
historical
understanding is
continuously being
revised; if we find new
evidence we have to
rewrite the past.

Can describe and
question the origins
and purposes of
sources using
knowledge of periods
and civilisations.

Asks perceptive
questions.

Knows how to find,
select and utilise
suitable information
and sources to
formulate and
investigate
hypotheses.

Can construct simple
reasoned arguments
about aspects of
events, periods and
civilisations studied.

Can question source
reliability with
reference to the period
or civilisation and/or the
provenance of a source,
considering why
different sources may
give conflicting
information and offering
reasons for this.

Understands that all
history is to some
extent a construct
(interpretation) and can
identify a range of
reasons for this.

Understands that
interpretations can be
questioned on the
grounds of the range of
evidence used to
support them or due to
the aims of the creator
of the interpretations
(provenance).

Can construct
reasoned arguments
about events, periods
and civilisations
studied.

Understands that
different accounts of
the past emerge for
various reasons -
different people might
give a different
emphasis.



Overview of Enquiries

Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2

Year R Our Lives
How have we changed over our lifetimes?

Holidays in the Past
Where have I been in the past?

Year 1

Mary Anning
What did Mary Anning do
to help us learn about the
past?

Toys
When did people have the
best toys?

Flight
Who helped the most in helping humans fly?

Beach Trips Over Time
When was the best time for a day at Bournemouth
beach?

Year 2 The Great Fire of London
Why was the Great Fire of London ‘great’?

Explorers
Who made the biggest discovery of our world?

Year 3
British History: Britain from Stone Age to Iron Age
What changed in Britain from the Stone Age to the Iron
Age?

World History: Ancient Civilisations
Were there any ancient civilisations that could challenge
the power of the Egyptian empire?

Year 4
World History: Ancient Greece
What was the greatest legacy of the Ancient Greek
civilisation?

British History: Roman Britain
What was the greatest impact of Roman occupation on
Britain?

British History: Anglo Saxons and Scots
Is it fair to call Anglo-Saxon Britain the ‘Dark Ages’?

Year 5 British History: Propaganda
Can we rely on historical sources?

British History: Vikings
Did the Vikings deserve their vicious reputation?

Local History: Christchurch
What has Christchurch Priory seen in its history?

Year 6
World History: Benin
Which was more significant in the Middle Ages: Britain
or Benin?

British History: Power, Rights and Responsibilities
What was the greatest turning point for citizens’ rights
in British history?



Chronology

At The Priory, we intend for children to acquire a chronological understanding of local, British and world history. After gaining an understanding of chronology within various points
of history during KS1, the following aspects of history are taught in KS2:

3000 BC 2000 BC 1000 BC 0 AD 1000 AD 2000 AD

Local
History

Christchurch
Y5: 1000s AD - Today

British
History

Stone Age to Iron Age
Y3: 10000s BC - 0s AD

Roman
Britain

Y4: 0s AD
- 400s AD

Anglo-Saxons
and Scots

Y4: 400s AD -
800s AD

Power, Rights and Responsibilities
Y6: 1000s AD - Today

Vikings
Y5: 800s AD -

1000s AD

Propaganda
Y5: 1000s AD - Today

World
History

Ancient Civilisations
Y3: 3000s BC - 1000s BC

Ancient Greece
Y4: 800s BC - 0s AD

Benin
Y6: 900s AD -

1300s AD

Enquiry Approach

At The Priory, each of our history units is led by a key enquiry question which leads pupils’ learning. At the end of each unit, pupils will present an answer to the enquiry question
for the unit. This could be a written response, a written or oral presentation, an information poster, a design for a commemorative plaque/set of coins/statues/awards, a museum
guide, etc.

Each lesson within that unit will be led by a further ‘stepping stone’ question which feeds into the wider focus. Within each unit, pupils will need to consider these questions and
analyse how evidence can be used to answer them.

Within each lesson, we would expect there to feature:
● Retrieval of existing knowledge that has already been taught.
● Reference to the enquiry question for the unit and an introduction to the sub-question for the lesson.
● Key vocabulary revised, introduced and used as outlined in the subject overview.
● A well-planned input that effectively scaffolds learning for pupils, linking prior knowledge as well as eliciting what pupils already know. Where appropriate, pupils will be able

to access a range of sources and artefacts.
● The opportunity for pupils to apply their learning to a task. Learning is scaffolded for pupils who may need it towards the learning intention for the lesson.
● Opportunities for all pupils to extend their current understanding.



Impact: How do we know our curriculum is effective?

● High Quality Outcomes: Pupils should be articulate and knowledgeable about their learning. Work produced will be presented in Project Books.
● Assessment: Assessment will take place in line with the school’s assessment policy. Teachers should assess pupils’ understanding throughout teaching and plan subsequent

teaching and learning in response to this. Assessment will vary from teacher observation or questioning, to marked activities. At the end of each unit, pupils will produce a
documented response to the overall enquiry question which will demonstrate their learning over a period of time.

● Monitoring: Monitoring activities may include pupil interviews, informal discussion with staff, examination of planning and learning visits in order to assess the effectiveness of
the curriculum in meeting the intent.

Resources

● Historical Artefacts: Artefacts and books to support historical enquiry are stored either within individual classrooms or at the back of the hall.
● Timelines: Timelines to support a developing understanding of chronology are available in each classroom.
● World Maps: World maps to support a developing understanding of the geographical location of historical aspects are available in each classroom.
● Useful Websites: The following websites may be useful:

○ BBC Bitesize: History: Guides for aspects of history.
○ Keystage History: Resources and planning guidance.
○ History Matters: Short subject knowledge videos.
○ British Museum: Planning resources.
○ Historical Association: Resources and planning guidance.

● The Local Area: Hengistbury Head, High Street, Christchurch Priory, Christchurch Castle, the school building.
● Visits and Immersions: Red House Museum, Ancient Technology Centre, Bournemouth Aviation Museum, visiting relatives and other guests.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/primary
https://www.keystagehistory.co.uk/
https://www.youtube.com/c/TenMinuteHistory
https://www.britishmuseum.org/learn/schools
https://www.history.org.uk/primary


History

Unit Title

Enquiry Question?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

key vocabulary

Power Connection Significance Chronology Evidence


